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The joint neeting at Charlotte on Sunday, March 18th, proved a nice 
aff~ir, albeit the n eeting was not too jointly conducted due to the 
hi~h head winds faced by most o~ the Tar Heel participants flying into 
Charlotte. J~bout the tin e those of us from South Czrolina were ready 
to leave, the North Carolina bunch began to show up. We do not know 
whether we outnuobered then or not due to this situation, but there 
were around seventy persons fron South Carolina present. After the 
Florida trip later this n onth which is sponsored by the ~orth Carolina 
f ~ro Club, and in which numerous South Carolinians intend to partici
pate, it has been suggested that another joint meeting be held in 
South C~rolina, preferably in the beach area during wan:~ weather where 
those desiring to do so can remain over for a day of· it in sea air re
laxation. We ren er;; ber the joint affair at Hyrtle Beach about three 
years ago during a sunPer Sunday. Over two hundred aircraft and five 
hundred persons at that neeting. Think we can duplicate or beat that? 
Let's try it, huh? liore later if this idea develops. 

The next meeting - BENNETTSVILLE CN SUJ.~iDPY, J.PRIL 8th. Had to by
pass our regular meeting date ~f J.pr11 1st as this is Easter~ ke are 
to be the guests of k. s. (Buster) Rowe, Jr., at his field, Rowe Lir• 
port. An excellent field with one 4000'runway, one of 2100 1 and th~ 
other 2450'. Breakfast at 10:20. Circle to the left and observe the 
wind sock before landing . The field is one nile northeast of Bennetts
ville. The five day weather outlook is for ideal conditions, so · 
expect to see you there. 

OWNERS WORKING ON AIRCRAFT . 

The Civil l~eronautics Aorninistration and the South Czrolina Aero
nautics Connission is constantly stressing the dangers of owners per
fo~ing maintenance work on aircraft when they are not qualified to do 
so. That this is frought with many dangers is evidenced by .the fact 
that six recent accidents in this state have been directly attributed 
to this si tu~tion, where owners are doing this work in partial or cot;l
plete ignorance. 

At the annual meeting of the state's DJJH (designated aircraft 
maintenance inspectors) at Colunbia on i•J.arch 27th, tbis fact was . ¥ ' 

brought out forcefully. Hr. Paul C~~riker, Ci t Safety Agent of the 
.Columbia office, announced that a rigorous program of enforcement will 
support the solution of this problem. 

A LETTER OF INFOIDIATION to aircraft owners listing the various nai r 
tenance functions that CAN BE PERFOIDiED by owners as authori~ed under 
Civil Air Re gulations 18.10 will be placed in the mail in a very few 
days by the Corm ission, just as soon as details can be worked out in 
cooperation with 11r. Carriker. AIRCRAFT CWNERS -- LOOK FOR THIS LETTER 
.AND D0 NOT IGNORE IT -- READING IT AND ABIDING BY ITS CONTENTS COULD · 
1iEAN YOUR LIFE! 

Another thing brought out at the meeting and of i mportance to 
owners -- radio frequency measurement. The Federal Communications 
Conrdssion requires that this be attended to every six nonthso li.ow 
long since your set's frequency was measured and adjusted? This can 
only be performed by a holder of FCC 2nd class license or better. 



HOW SAFE CAN YGU BE? 

Any of you that know of business nen who could use aircraft in their 
business and who night have qualms about the safety involved? Just 
tell 'en this - the National Business Aircraft Association has conpiled 
figures to show that business aircraft flying is sixty times safer than 
a horse and buggy back in Grandpop's day. Yes, we said sixty. Also, 
the business plane is now fifteen tines safer than the automobile. 
Insurance companies consider a corporation pilot twice as good a risk 
as a house painter. Judged by the astounding increase in business air
craft, these facts are becoming generally known in the industrial worlde 
Eight now, executive or business flying is expanding more rapidly than 
any other segment in aviation. From around 2500 aircraft in 1946 to 
some 22,500 last year, this figure is expected to amount to an excess 
of 40,000 by 1964, a conservative estimate at that. 

SPOTTY LANDINGS ------
Do you renember any number of long high-flying trips in which every 

check point was hit on the tine schedule and everything generally seem
ing to go in a snooth way-- only to let down for a rough landing with 
perhaps a bounce or three? Disgusting, ain't it? Well, here 1 s prob
ably the reason for it - the rough landing, that is. The Flight Safety 
Foundation has delved into the problem and co~e up with a few answers. 
On short-stage flights where altitudes are relatively low and frequent 
landings are made, the pilot's eyes are constantly being exercised by 
focusing on objects first inside and then outside the cockpit to ob
jects on the ground. The result - good, smooth landings. But, on the 
long, high trips, there is nothing outside the cockpit for the pilot to 
focus his eyes on; his focal distance becomes generally established at 
a mere three feet or so; the muscular lethargy of the eyes produces in
accurate depth perception; net result, a landing you'd just as soon 
forget. For the solution to this, try this systen after the long trip; 
on your letdown to the airport and beginning at an altitude of about 
1,000 feet, give your eyes sone tune-up by looking back ahd forth fron 
instrument panel to objects on the ground. By the time you come in 
over the threshold your eyes will have become accustomed to instant 
depth and distance perception with resultant good landing. 

FLICKER VERTIGO 

Ever hear of it flicker vertigo? Frankly, neither had we until 
very recently. And yet we can remember being affected by it, and so 
have you, if you've been flying for any considerable le·ngth of time. 
For instance-- have you landed . in the setting sun and becone -aware of 
a strange feeling of instability until the heading of the aircraft was 
changed away fron the direction of the sun after slowing the landing 
roll sufficiently to turn off the runway? Under these conditions it 
is not uncommon to develop a sense of nausea and impending sickness 
until the turn away fron the westerly heading and the setting sun. 

A reaction similar to an epilBptic seizure can be induced on a 
normal subject by means of imposing a flickering light in his eyes. 
When the frequency is critical, subjects can react in various ways, 
from feeling nausea to passing out, to actually having the beginnings 
of an epileptic seizure. In a single-engine aircraft, approaching the 
setting sun, a condition such as this can be reached when the throttle 
is retarded and the engine operating from 300 to 600 rpm. More on 
this interesting phenonen~ . and its application to flying safety in a 
subsequent issue of the Newsletter. . fl ~ 
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